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Robot Vs Algo Trading 

what is automated 
trading?

Robot trading and Algo trading are actually 
one and the same. The robot uses algorithims 

and machine learning to adapt and seek its 
goals.  

Automated trading is the ability to set variables 
or program the system to open and close trades 

without human interaction.
Trades are open and closed automatically, the 

system runs autonomously.
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Which Robot is 
right for me?

Much like every trader has their own 
approach, so do their robotic counterparts. 
Each robot you select will trade in its own 

unique approach. 

Here at FXTradeology one of our 
representatives can assist you in selecting the 

robot that suits your individual needs. 

Speak to your representative today about 
setting up your robot.



How Do I Build 
My Robot?

Robot Blueprint

ID # 133789

Agressive

automatic

meta trader 4

euro account

1:500

Stochastic inversion v.43

Stochastic Destoryer
-Breakout skills 
-mt4 equipped 
-High Frequency jet

Setting Up Your Robot:

With Fxtradeology and the system we use, coding or 
computer programming is not necessary. 

 Use proven robotic systems, improve upon existing 
systems or build your own. Contact us now to learn 

how.

Step One:

 

Step Two:

 
Get In contact with your FXTradeologist Select the robot of your choosing

Step Three:

 
Connect with your MT4 or MT5 Platform

FXT Fast Track SetUp Assistance 
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What Results SHould
 I expect?

The results below start from jan-mar 2019
and were captured on 23.6.19
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How Many Robots 
Can I have at one time

Remember that robots are without emotion. 
In theory, you can have as many robots as you 

can a�ord to use. As listed above, each system being 
used has varying results
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Do I have to 
monitor my robots?

contact us today 

OverSight assistance available
It's always a good idea to monitor robotic performance. 

However, most people don't have the time to do this. 
For a small fee and with your permission, Fxtradeology 
can monitor your robots performance, provide regular 
updates and make adjustments per your instructions.
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